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STABLE RANK OF 77°°
IN MULTIPLY CONNECTED DOMAINS

V. TOLOKONNIKOV

(Communicated by Theodore W. Gamelin)

Abstract. The stable rank of the algebra H°° (G) of bounded analytic func-

tions in every finitely connected open Riemann surface is equal to one. The

same is true for some infinitely connected plain domains (Behrens domains).

The proof is based on the Treil theorem, which considered the case of H°° in

the unit disk.

Let A be an associative ring with unit element being denoted 1. For natural

n let Un(A) denote the set of (left)-unimodular elements, i.e.

U„(A) = {a£A":Aax + --- + Aa„ = A}

= {a£An:3b£A": bxax +--- + b„a„ = 1}.

This definition was generalized in [Va]. If ^4 is a (associative) ring with-

out unit, then A^ d A is the result of adding the unit to the ring A, ex =

(1, 0, ... , 0) is the element of (A^)" and U„(A) = {a £ Un(A^): a - ex £
A"}. A unimodular element a = c © a„, c £ (A^)"~x, a„ £ A, is called

reducible if there exists d £ A"~x such that c + d • a„ £ Un-X(A). The (Bass)

stable rank sr(A) is the least n such that every element a from Un+X(A) is

reducible. In particular, sr(A) - 1 if and only if for every (a, b) £ U2(A)

there exists d £ A such that a + bd £ Ux(a). The last set we denote by A^~l>>.

For the commutative complex banach algebra with unit the stable rank can
be computed with the help of the maximal ideal space M(A) : sr(A) < « if and

only if for every a £ A the restriction induces a surjective mapping

(1) [M(A),S2n-x]^[Z(a),S2n-x]

where the brackets denote the homotopy class of the maps, Z(a) is the zero

set of the element a considered as a continuous function on M (A) and S2"-1

is a unit sphere in R2n [CoSu]. Let us note that this condition is equivalent to

surjectivity of the map of the spaces of continuous functions

(2) C(M(A), S2"'1) -> C(Z(a), S2n~x)
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for every a £ A, but that it is more convenient to work with homotopy classes

[CoSu].
For an open Riemann surface G let H°°(G) be the space of bounded analytic

functions in G. We'll write simply H°° instead of H°°(D) where D is the
open unit disk. In 1992 Treil proved the following result.

Theorem A [Tr]. Let f, g £ H°° and

(3) l>\f(z)\ + \g(z)\>S>0   for all z in D.

Then there exists h e H°°, \\h\loo < C, such that f + « • g £ (H°°)(-V and
\\(f+h' ¿?)(_1)l|oo < C, where C depends only on 6 .

By Carleson's corona theorem condition (3) is satisfied if and only if (f, g) £

U2(H°°), so we have

Theorem B [Tr].  sr(H°°) = 1.

The main purpose of this paper is to prove the theorem generalizing Theo-

rem B to the case of more common Riemann surfaces G including all finitely

connected surfaces. The proof is based on Theorem A. The proofs of the corona

theorem for finitely connected surfaces are based on Carleson's theorem. But

there is one difference. The corona theorem is equivalent to the statement that

the unit disk is dense in M(H°°) ; that's why it has a local character. More

exact formulation of this statement has been given by Gamelin in the following

localization theorem.

Theorem C [Ga2]. If for every point in the boundary of plain domain G there
exists a neighbourhood V such that the corona theorem is true for Hco(Gn V),

then the corona theorem is true for H°°(G).

But the problem of finding stable rank of a Banach algebra has a global
character, as can be seen from properties (1) or (2), and the author is not

aware of the theorem similar to Theorem C for stable rank of H°°(G). So

our reduction to the case of simply connected domains will be based on the

following factorisation lemma.

Let G be a circular domain, i.e. an open disk with finitely many closed dis-

joint disks removed. Then G is the intersection of simply connected domains,

G = Gxr\G2r\---r\Gn, G, = C\clos(D,), D,-open disks in the extended complex

plane C. Let us fix the points a, in D,, / = 1, 2,...,« ; ax = oo .

Lemma 1. Under the conditions above every function f £ H°°(G) can be decom-

posed as follows: f = /, • f2./„ . r, f, € 77°°(C7;) n H°°(}Jjfti D,-)*"1', r is
the rational function, all zeros and poles of which are in {a¡, i = 1, 2, ... , n}.

Proof. First let n = 2. We can suppose that Gx = D, perhaps after lin-

ear changing of the variable. Remember that Z(f) is the zero set of / in

M(H°°(G)), and divide Z(f) n G on two sets Zx and Z2, where all cluster

points of Zx lie in {z: \z\ — 1} and the ones of Z2 in D. Then Zx satisfies

the Blaschke condition and for the corresponding Blaschke product b we have
f - b-g, g £ H°°(G), and for some s , 0 < s < 1 , we have g ^ 0 in the ring

K = {z: s < \z\ < 1}. Let us take a point a in A" and a branch of log(g) in

a neighbourhood of a. After analytic continuation of log(g) along the circle

{z: |z| = \a\} we will have in point a the value logg(a) + 2kn • i, k £ Z .
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So g — r • exp h , where r = (z - a2)k and « is an analytic function with its

real part bounded from above in the ring K. Let us write the Laurent series
for the function « in the ring K, and define hx as the sum of the part of this
series with positive degrees and h2 as h-hi. Then h2 is bounded in the ring

Kx = {z: 1 > |z| > (1 + i)/2} , so «i is analytic with upper bounded real part

in D. Now we can take f=b- exp«i, f2 = f/(r • /). So the existence of

decomposition in the case « = 2 is proved.

We consider the general case by induction. Let K = clos(D2)U- • •Uclos(D„),

G = C\(clos(Di) U K), and let us choose the open disk D„+1 such that G
contains the boundary of D„+i and D„+1 dK. Then C7\clos(D„+i) is the 2-
connected circular domain, and for / £ H°°(G) c 7/°°(C7\clos(D„+i)) with the

help of the proved case we can write decomposition / = / -f2 • r, where f2 , as a

result of division / and /, -r, is in Hco(G)nH00(C\clos(Bn+x)) = H°°(C\K).

Then we can apply the induction assumption to the function f2 in the (n - 1)-

connected domain C\K .   D

Theorem 1. For every n-connected open Riemann surface G we have

sr(H°°(G)) = 1.

Proof. If G is hyperbolic, then G is conformally equivalent to some circular

domain [Go, p. 237], and in the other case H°°(G) = C. So let G be a circular

domain, / e 77°°(C7), g £ C(Z(f), Sx). Let us apply to / Lemma 1. Then
Z(f) = Z(fi) U • • • U Z(/„), because r is invertible in H°°(G). Let z be the
coordinate function on G, and for m £ M(H°°(G)) define t(m) = m(z). Then

t is the continuous map from M(H°°(G)) to clos(G). For i = 1, 2,...,« let

re,- : M(H°°(G)) -> M(H°°(Gi)) be the maps, induced by inclusions C7 -> C7,. As
t(Z(fi))C\dGj = 0 for i ¿ j, so the restriction of n¡ on Z(f) is injection and
we can identify Z(f) with the subset of M(H°°(G¡)). The region G¡ is simply

connected, so by Theorem B and (1) there exist «, £ C(M(H°°(Gi)), Sx) such

that hi\z(f¡) ~ g\z(f¡) where " ~ " is the sign of homotopy. For i ¿ j all cluster
points of t(Z(fj)) lie in <9D;, so there exists a simply connected neighbourhood

U of clos(Dy) such that G¡ d clos(i7) d U d t(Z(fj)). Then every continuous
function on clos(i7) is homotopy to constant and hi\z(f¡) ~ I, i # j. So for

h = hi o m • h2 o n2 ■ ■ ■ h„ o nn we have «|z(/) ~ g\z(f) > and by property (1) we

have sr(H°°(G)) = 1 .   D

In the proof of Theorem 1 we used only the corollary of Treil's theorem, i.e.

Theorem B. The next theorem is based on estimates of solutions of the stable

rank problem, i.e. Theorem A. It is easy to extend this theorem to every Banach

algebra, where estimates of such type are known.

Theorem 2. For the algebra B = l°°(H°°) = {/ = (/,, f2, ...): fi £ H°°,
sup ll/lloo < oo} with coordinatewise multiplication we have sr(B) = 1.

Proof. If (/, g) £ U2(B), then there exists (a, b) £ B2 suchthat fi-ai+grbi =
1 for all /, so

U2(B) c {(/, g) £B2:36>0 Vi Vz £ D |/(z)| + \gi(z)\ > 6}.

In fact there is equality, but we don't need this simple result. So we can apply
Theorem A to every component (/, g¡) of (/, g), and there is h £ B such

that ((fi + ht ■ giy-V) £ B .   D
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For algebra A with the unit let C7L(« , A) be the group of all invertible «-
dimensional matrices. For algebra A without the unit let A*-xx be the result of

adding the unit to the algebra A (this is not the same as A^).

Lemma 2. For every two-sided ideal J in algebra A we have

(4) max(sr(J), sr(A/J)) < sr(A)

and

(5) sr(ßl]) = sr(J).

Proof. Inequality (4) was proved in [Va]; here Vaserstein proved also that if

(6) Va £ Un(A/J), n = sr(A/J), 3b £ GL(n ,A):ba = ex mod 7,

then inequality (4) became equality. In the case of the algebra A = flxx we

have that 7[1]/7 is a field, so condition (6) is fulfilled.   D

Notice that for 7(1) in [Va] it is proved that sr(7(1)) = max(2, sr(J)). The

differences with (5) are connected with the following formulas: 7(1)/7 = Z,

sr(Z) = 2, while sr(ßxx/J) = 1.

Let G be a domain obtained from the open unit disk D by deleting a se-

quence of disjoint closed disks D, with the centers c, and radii r,, such that

V« |c„+i|/|c„| <a< 1,
oo

^2r„/\c„\ <oo.
n=\

The domains of such type were studied by Behrens [Be]. Let Jf =

M(H°°(G)) and let J?0 = r-1(0) be the fiber over 0 for Jf.

Lemma 3. sr(H°°(G)U0) = 1.

Proof. Let 7 = c0(77°°) = {/=(/, f2,...):/i G 77- , lim H/IU = 0} be the
closed ideal in B, C = B/I, Z be the image of the element (z, z, ... ) from

B in the factor algebra C and 7 = Z -C be the closed ideal in C. Then in [Be,
Lemma 7], it is proved that the algebra HOC(G)\^0 is isometrically isomorphic

to algebra 7[1] (with norm from C). In fact in [Be] the definition of the

algebra 7[1] was given in terms of the maximal ideal spaces. Its equivalence to

our definition follows from the known description of the maximal ideal spaces

of factor algebras and algebras, generated by ideals [Garni]. To finish the proof

of Lemma 3 it is enough to apply Theorem 2 and Lemma 2.   G

Theorem 3. For every Behrens domain G we have

sr(H°°(G)) = 1.

Proof. We'll apply again properties (1) and (2). If / e H°°(G) and g e
C(Z(f), Sx), then by Lemma 3 and property (2) there exists a function Hx £

C(JTo,Sx) such that 771|^onZ(/) = gU0nz(f) ■ Let 772 6 C(^,C) be the
continuation of Hx . Then \H2\ > 1/2 in some neighbourhood U of J(§. We

can take U in the form U = {m e J(: \m(z)\ < e} . Let us take the smaller

positive e such that Tt = {z e C: \z\ = e} c G and ||(g - 7/2)|(/nz(/)l|oo <

1/2. Dividing H2 in U on \H2\ and continuing this function from Te to the
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ring {z: e < |z| < 1} we construct the function 773 £ C(JH, Sx), such that

7^3lz(/)nclos(t/) ~ i?lz(/)nclos((7) •
Now we apply Lemma 1 to / and the circular domain C7n{z: |z| > e},

so / = /, • h.fn-F,  ft £ /7°°(C\clos(D,)),   t(ZF) c {z: |z| < e}
and the function F = fn+x • r can be analytically continued to the function

from H°°(G) (as a result of the division function /). Now acting as in the

proof of Theorem 1 we'll find functions hx, ... ,hn £ C(Ji, Sx)  such that

hilzifi) ~ ¿?-(#3)(_1)|z(/.) ; h'\z(fj) ~ l > * ¿ 7 ; hi\{m€jr ■. \t(m)\<e] ~ 1 • Then for
774 = 773-«i.h„ we have 774|Z(/) ~ g\z(f), and by (1) sr(H°°(G)) = 1.   D

Let A be a ring with the unit. Then the group GL(m, A) acts through right

multiplication on Um(A), and we'll define after [Ri] the generalized stable rank

gsr(A) of the ring A by the formula

(7)      gsr(A) = min{« : Vwz > « GL(m, A) acts transitively on Um(A)}.

If B £ GL(m, A) and a-B = ex, then a = ex -B~x, and we see that the prob-

lem in the definition of the generalized stable rank is equivalent to the problem

of extension every row from Um(A) to invertible matrix. In [Lam, Corollary

4.5, p. 26 and discussion there] it is proven that in the case of gsr(A) = 1 ev-

ery rectangular left-invertible matrix can be extended to invertible matrix. Such

rings are called here Hermite rings after the Hermite theorem: gsr(Z) - 1.

See also [CoSu, To2]. Bass proved that always gsr(A) < sr(A) + 1 [Ri]. From

definition (7) it is easy to see that gsr(A) is never equal to 2, so from Theorem

3 we have

Corollary. For every Behrens domain G algebra H°°(G) is Hermite.

For the case of the unit disk this result was formerly proved by the author in

[To 1 ] and for finitely connected plane domains in [To2] without Treil's theorem.

This result was mainly proved during the author's visit to the Mathematical

Institute in Karlsruhe, Germany. The author is grateful to R. Mortini, M.

Renteln and R. Rupp for useful discussions and hospitality.
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